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Case No. 2 CPA 

1

CPA 2014 FOR CASE STUDY (MALE, 13;8)
Descriptive Analysis                                COMMUNICATION DOMAINS

Listening Listening Comp Classroom Classroom 
LISTENING Skills Vocabulary Analysis Directions Discourse Other Total
Gets lost; doesn't follow directions most of the time.
He gets lost and turns off during lectures.
LISTENING (TOTALS)

Speaking Speaking Language Organization Speaking
SPEAKING Mechanics Vocabulary Structure Formulation Applications Other Total
He seems so concrete.  Talks about simple things. Poor at relating..
He is hard to have a conversation with; students avoid him.
It takes him too long to make sense; struggles to get the point out.
SPEAKING (TOTALS)

Emergent Reading Word Comp and Reading
READING Skills Vocabulary Analysis Analysis Applications Other Total
Can't get subtle meanings when he reads.
Doesn't remember character names or relationships.
He can't distinguish important from unimportant information. 
He doesn't know where the study questions are.
READING (TOTALS)

Emergent Writing Text Language Process
WRITING Skills Vocabulary Structures Structure Organization Other Total
His writing contains a number of tense and pronoun errors
Short repetitive written sentences make little sense..
Writing is hard to read because it is so small and deformed letters
Very few links between written sentences.. no conjunctions.
He doesn't seem to build up and break down sentences well in writing.
Sloppy notetaker; writes in a disorganized way.
He doesn't recognize his errors in writing.
He doesn't edit or revise his written work.
It (his written work) is usually disorganized and sloppy.
WRITING (TOTALS)
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Conv Classroom Situation Non Verbal Prag Lang
SOCIAL COMMUNICATION Knowledge Use Sp Register Comm Structure Other Total
His communication with teachers is negative and abrupt.
He seems so concrete.  Talks about simple things. Poor at relating..
Goes off topic all the time when he talks.
Rarely volunteers to talk 
Doesn't pay attention or care what others say or think.
He is stubborn; won't change his approach to things.
He is hard to have a conversation with; students avoid him.
He acts odd; talks about computers but little else; some sports.
It takes him too long to make sense; struggles to get the point out.
He rarely socializes with other kids.
He doesn't talk a lot in my class.
He seems passive, uninterested and avoids any classroom work.
SOCIAL COMMUNICATION (TOTALS)

Task Organizing Changing Self Using
EXECUTIVE FUNCTIONS Development Tasks Manag Tasks Regulaion Memory Other Total
Doesn't remember character names or relationships.
Sloppy notetaker; writes in a disorganized way.
Rarely completes assignments; doesn't remember his work.
He doesn't have good study skills. 
Gets lost; doesn't follow directions most of the time.
He doesn't know where the study questions are.
He doesn't finish what he starts. 
He gets lost and turns off during lectures.
He doesn't recognize his errors in writing.
It (his written work) is usually disorganized and sloppy.
Has trouble remembering things; always has an excuse.
He doesn't try hard enough on his language skills.
He's late most of the time.
EXECUTIVE FUNCTIONS (TOTALS)

STRENGTHS AND INTERESTS Strength Interest Other
He acts odd; talks about computers but little else; some sports.
When he comes up with good ideas, the others won't listen.
He plays baseball and talks some of the time about sports.
Pays attention when he's on the computer.... especially drawing.
Word processes and finds cartoons on the internet.
Likes the computer but not much else.
Brings computer games to school.
The art teacher thinks he's creative; draws pictures of planes and cars.
Will work on the computer but avoids reading.
STRENGTHS AND INTERESTS (TOTALS)
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LEARNING ADJUSTMENTS Positive Negative Other
Rarely volunteers to talk.
He acts odd; talks about computers but little else; some sports.
He seems passive, uninterested and avoids any classroom work.
I know he's bright... look at his work on the computer.
He doesn't try hard enough on his language skills.
The art teacher thinks he's creative; draws pictures of planes and cars.
Will work on the computer but avoids reading.
LEARNING ADJUSTMENTS (TOTALS)

OTHER
PATTERN   >>
SUMMARY  >>

STRENGTHS AND INTERESTS
Computers abs Sports Knowledge
Good Visual, Good at Art and Design
Word Processes
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CPA 2014 FOR CASE STUDY (MALE, 13;8)
Descriptive Analysis                                COMMUNICATION DOMAINS

Listening Listening Comp Classroom Classroom 
LISTENING Skills Vocabulary Analysis Directions Discourse Other Total
Gets lost; doesn't follow directions most of the time. √ √ 2
He gets lost and turns off during lectures. √ 1
LISTENING (TOTALS) 0 0 0 1 1 0 3

Speaking Speaking Language Organization Speaking
SPEAKING Mechanics Vocabulary Structure Formulation Applications Other Total
He seems so concrete.  Talks about simple things. Poor at relating.. √ 1
He is hard to have a conversation with; students avoid him. √ √ 2
It takes him too long to make sense; struggles to get the point out. √ 1
SPEAKING (TOTALS) 0 0 0 1 2 1 4

Emergent Reading Word Comp and Reading
READING Skills Vocabulary Analysis Analysis Applications Other Total
Can't get subtle meanings when he reads. √
Doesn't remember character names or relationships. √
He can't distinguish important from unimportant information. √
He doesn't know where the study questions are. √
READING (TOTALS) 0 1 0 2 1 0 4

Emergent Writing Text Language Process
WRITING Skills Vocabulary Structures Structure Organization Other Total
His writing contains a number of tense and pronoun errors √
Short repetitive written sentences make little sense.. √
Writing is hard to read because it is so small and deformed letters √
Very few links between written sentences.. no conjunctions. √
He doesn't seem to build up and break down sentences well in writing. √ √
Sloppy notetaker; writes in a disorganized way. √
He doesn't recognize his errors in writing. √
He doesn't edit or revise his written work. √
It (his written work) is usually disorganized and sloppy. √
WRITING (TOTALS) 1 0 0 4 5 0 10
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Conv Classroom Situation Non Verbal Prag Lang
SOCIAL COMMUNICATION Knowledge Use Sp Register Comm Structure Other Total
His communication with teachers is negative and abrupt. √ √
He seems so concrete.  Talks about simple things. Poor at relating.. √ √
Goes off topic all the time when he talks. √
Rarely volunteers to talk √ √
Doesn't pay attention or care what others say or think. √ √
He is stubborn; won't change his approach to things. √
He is hard to have a conversation with; students avoid him. √ √
He acts odd; talks about computers but little else; some sports. √ √
It takes him too long to make sense; struggles to get the point out. √ √
He rarely socializes with other kids. √
He doesn't talk a lot in my class. √ √
He seems passive, uninterested and avoids any classroom work. √ √
SOCIAL COMMUNICATION (TOTALS) 0 0 0 0 0 0 21

Task Organizing Changing Self Using
EXECUTIVE FUNCTIONS Development Tasks Manag Tasks Regulaion Memory Other Total
Doesn't remember character names or relationships. √ √
Sloppy notetaker; writes in a disorganized way. √ √
Rarely completes assignments; doesn't remember his work. √ √ √ 3
He doesn't have good study skills. √ √ 2
Gets lost; doesn't follow directions most of the time. √ √
He doesn't know where the study questions are. √ √
He doesn't finish what he starts. √ √
He gets lost and turns off during lectures. √ √ 2
He doesn't recognize his errors in writing. √ √
It (his written work) is usually disorganized and sloppy. √ √
Has trouble remembering things; always has an excuse. √ √
He doesn't try hard enough on his language skills. √ √
He's late most of the time. √ √
EXECUTIVE FUNCTIONS (TOTALS) 3 0 0 4 0 5 17

STRENGTHS AND INTERESTS Strength Interest Other
He acts odd; talks about computers but little else; some sports. √
When he comes up with good ideas, the others won't listen. √
He plays baseball and talks some of the time about sports. √
Pays attention when he's on the computer.... especially drawing. √
Word processes and finds cartoons on the internet. √
Likes the computer but not much else. √
Brings computer games to school. √
The art teacher thinks he's creative; draws pictures of planes and cars. √
Will work on the computer but avoids reading. √
STRENGTHS AND INTERESTS (TOTALS) 2 5 2
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LEARNING ADJUSTMENTS Positive Negative Other
Rarely volunteers to talk. √
He acts odd; talks about computers but little else; some sports. √
He seems passive, uninterested and avoids any classroom work. √
I know he's bright... look at his work on the computer. √
He doesn't try hard enough on his language skills. √
The art teacher thinks he's creative; draws pictures of planes and cars. √
Will work on the computer but avoids reading. √ √
LEARNING ADJUSTMENTS (TOTALS) 3 4 1

OTHER
PATTERN   >> Speech - Social Cognitive
SUMMARY  >> Language Literacy Comm Linguistic

STRENGTHS AND INTERESTS Mild Writing Social Organization
Computers abs Sports Knowledge Lang Comp Process Interaction Planning
Good Visual, Good at Art and Design AB Lang Editing Soc Skills Reasoning
Word Processes Attitude
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Strengths: 2 Interests: 5 Other: 2 
2222 

Learning Adjustments: 3 (+) 4 (-) 1 (Other) 
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